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ABSTRACT

TARGET-DOMINANT CHINESE-ENGLISH MACHINE TRANSLATION

Dan Su
Department of Computer Science
Master of Science

Information exchange is increasing rapidly with the advent of globalization. As
the language spoken by the most people in today’s world, Chinese will play an important role in information exchange in the future. Therefore, we need an efficient and
practical means to access the increasingly large volume of Chinese data. This thesis
describes a target-dominant Chinese-English machine translation system, which can
translate a given Chinese news sentence into English. We conjecture that we can
improve the state of the art of MT using a TDMT approach. This system has participated in the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) 2004 machine
translation competition. Experimental results on Penn Chinese Treebank corpus show
that a machine translation system adopting a target-dominant approach is promising.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the advent of globalization, information exchange is increasing rapidly. As the
language spoken by the most people in today’s world (almost 1.25 billion speakers
in 2000), Chinese will play an important role in information exchange in the future,
particularly on the Internet. A report by CNN in 2000 showed that the number of
Internet users in China had increased from 8.9 million to 16.9 million from January
to June in 2000. “According to Nielsen/NetRatings, China had become the second
largest global at-home Internet population in 2002” (Greenspan, 2002). To advance
the exchange of information between Chinese and other languages, we need an efficient and practical means to access the increasingly large volume of Chinese data.
Due to historical and economic factors, English currently plays a dominant role in
information exchange, although this is not likely to stay the case for long. Those
who do find themselves interested in information exchange may soon find that their
background as a monolingual hinders them. Thus a problem is posed: How can people understand a foreign language without being a native of the language? Hiring a
translator or possibly training themselves to grasp another language would be time
consuming and costly. Instead, considering the fact that most translations for information exchange do not necessarily need to be of publishable quality as long as they
1

convey the essence of the original text, machine translation technology might offer a
good solution. Support is needed particularly for those who are not proficient in Chinese but who do understand English because of the growing prominence of Chinese.
This thesis addresses the problem of automatic translating and proposes a targetdominant approach which focuses on using target language expertise to improve the
overall quality of the translation. The proposed work makes use of existing software
as much as possible to implement the approach, including, in particular, a generalpurpose statistical sentence realizer called HALogen. The proposed contributions of
this thesis are:
1. A parse-to-HALogen input converter
2. Evaluation of machine translation which processes a parse Chinese sentence to
the corresponding English translation relying on converter and HALogen
3. Evaluation of end-to-end machine translation, using additional software built
by others, in addition to the software used for the step 2 above.
1.1

Review of Machine Translation (MT)
Machine translation refers to computerized systems that utilize computer software

to translate text from one natural language into another with or without human assistance. Human-level translation quality might be ideal but is not easy to achieve.
The cultural barriers between different languages increase the complexity of machine
translation. To simplify the problem, from the beginning, researchers have focused
on technical and news documents which have fewer cultural differences.
From the view of system design, there have been two basic types of machine translation in the last five decades. The first type is referred to as the direct translation
approach. This approach translates the source language (SL) text directly into the
target language (TL) text on the basis of word-to-word and/or phrase-to-phrase map2

ping. The Georgetown system and SYSTRAN1 (Hutchins and Somers, 1992) are the
most famous MT systems that employed such an approach. However, this approach
can not resolve most of the ambiguities that arise in translation because of the lack
of linguistic information about the SL text.
The second type is referred to as the indirect approach, including two major kinds
of systems, interlingua (IL) systems and transfer-based systems. This approach tries
to capture the linguistic information about the SL text and generate target sentences
from it. A transfer-based system uses the linguistic information directly to match
with corresponding TL words and phrases. An interlingual system assumes that it is
possible to convert SL texts into a general representation which is common to multiple
languages. From such an interlingua representation, SL texts can be generated into
other languages. This approach is composed of two stages: from SL to IL and from
IL to TL. In this approach, the system developer does not necessarily need to be an
expert in both languages. However, ino rder to be a true interlingual representation
which is language-independent and neutral, the representation has to include all the
information that might be required during the translation of any TL text, which will
make the design difficult. Thus, the ambition of being general-purpose is directly
ralated to the complexity of the system design.
The classic pyramid diagram of these types of machine translation is as follows
(see Figure 1.1). It first appeared in (Vauquois, 1968).
1.2

Chinese-English Machine Translation
In late 1969, Shiu-Chang Loh at the Chinese University of Hong Kong began his

research on Chinese-English MT. The first prototype Chinese-English machine translation system was programmed on an ICL 1904A. It was developed into the CULT
(Chinese University Language Translator) system in subsequent years. The CULT
1

Although SYSTRAN is regarded as a direct translation system, with continuous updates in

SYSTRAN, it is a less typical example of the direct translation approach today.

3

Figure 1.1: Types of machine translation

system was specifically designed for translating mathematics texts from traditional
Chinese into English. It is an interactive on-line MT system using the direct translation approach. Its development marked the beginning of practical applications of
Chinese-English machine translation.
To date, several kinds of Chinese-English translation tools have been developed,
such as translation dictionaries, phrase or sentence translation systems, and paragraph or Web page translation systems. However, according to the test report of
MT systems (Duan and Yu, 1996), the quality of current Chinese-English machine
translation is still poor and many related problems remain unresolved. What makes
Chinese-English machine translation so difficult? The unique properties of the Chinese language might be the answer.

4

1.3

Challenges in Chinese-English Machine Translation
Generally, Chinese-English machine translation will contain two basic phases: Chi-

nese language analysis and English sentence generation. Challenges and difficulties
arise in both phases. The following are some of the distinct challenges.
1.3.1

Word Segmentation

As Chinese is not a segmented language, automatic word segmentation is an important prerequisite for Chinese language analysis. Errors in word segmentation will
adversely impact the translation quality. However, segmenting the words in a Chinese sentence is an interesting but difficult problem. Why is it difficult? First, the
definition of what constitutes a word in Chinese is not clear. The Lack of accepted
guidelines might cause different systems to have different definitions of words. For
example, should “ÊÊÊc”(1999) be segmented as “ÊÊÊ” (1999) and “c”
(year) or taken as a whole word? Second, the existence of unseen words, which have
not been observed during training, remains a challenge for segmentation (Sproat and
Emerson, 2003).
1.3.2

Lexical Selection

Choosing the correct target word is a difficult problem for Chinese-English machine translation. For example, the word /«0has multiple possible translations in
English: “/district/area/region/small/distinguish/Ou/”. It can function as a noun,
an adjective or even a family name. The selection of the most appropriate translation
is context-dependent.
1.3.3

Plurality of Nouns

Unlike English nouns which have a separate form to indicate plurality, Chinese
nouns have the same form whether singular or plural. One can recognize the plurality
of a Chinese noun with the help of quantity words in its context. Without necessary
clues of quantity, current Chinese-English MT systems will generate the singular form
5

in English which is improper in many situations. Thus how to identify plurality of
nouns is an interesting problem in Chinese-English MT.
1.3.4

Tense Detection

Lacking tense inflection in words, Chinese makes it hard to determine the corresponding English tense. Only with the help of some aspect particles or time auxiliary
words can we guess the possible tense of the sentence. For example, from the aspect
word /L0in the sentence: /·L®0(I go (to) Beijing), we can say that
this sentence is present perfect tense so that we can translate it as /I have been to
Beijing.0Here is another example. Considering the phrasal date /ÊÊocÔ
0(July 1994) in the sentence /ÊÊoc·l0(1994 year I eighteen age),
we can say that this sentence is past tense. It can be translated as /I was eighteen
in July 1994.0
Nevertheless, in most situations, it is hard to distinguish the exact tense. For example, sometimes the word /

0indicates the past tense, sometimes it indicates the

present perfect or the past perfect, and sometimes it indicates none of these. Tense
detection still remains one of the most difficult problems in generating a correct sentence for Chinese-English machine translation, particularly in the case of conditional
expressions (Liu and Yu, 1998).
1.3.5

Article Insertion

English, unlike Chinese, often requires articles to appear before nouns. There
are three main semantic choices for article insertion: no article, indefinite article
(“a”,“an”,“some”,“any”) and definite article (“the”). The fact that Chinese has no
articles before nouns makes the translation of noun phrases difficult.
1.3.6

Unidentified Words

Even the best lexicon used in current MT systems will not contain all of the words
in Chinese. Often a translation system will not be able to map a given Chinese word
6

into English. Since the composition of words and phrases is very flexible in Chinese,
it is extremely difficult to make a perfect lexicon for Chinese-English MT systems.
Obviously, the quality of lexicon will affect the result of translation.
1.3.7

Sentence Boundaries

The structure of a Chinese sentence is not always parallel to that of its English
counterpart; it can be extremely flexible. A Chinese sentence can be composed of a
single word or phrase. On the other hand, a complicated Chinese sentence can be a
long paragraph. In such a situation, a comma may function as a period instead. Thus
it is hard to judge the function of a comma in a complicated sentence. For example,
ncõ5§ù

¢½¬²LuÐ×§/²L¢å²wOr§²Lc²þO

z©Ô§puIc²þOÝ"
( Over the past three years, the cities have undergone rapid social and economic
development, considerably enhancing their local economic strength. They achieved
an average annual economic growth of 17%, higher than the national average.)
In this example, at least one of the commas in Chinese should be translated into
English as a period, in order for the English to be coherent.
Generally, most of the complicated Chinese sentences should be mapped into a
group of English sentences. Considering the fact that the basic translation unit in
MT is a sentence ending with a period, an unclear definition of sentence in Chinese
is a formidable problem in Chinese-English MT.
1.3.8

Word Order

The arrangement of words plays an important role in determining the meaning
expressed in translation. In some cases, the word order in Chinese is different from
that of English. Among them, there are four typical cases. First, the word order of
interrogative sentences in Chinese is the same as a declarative sentence (SVO), unlike
some English WH-questions whose object is at the beginning of the sentence (OVS).
7

Second, in Chinese, there is a BA construction (NP0 + r/ò+ NP1 + VP) which has
the object before the verb. Third, the modified element in Chinese always follows the
modifier, no matter how long the modifier is. But in English the modifier could follow
the modified element when the modifier is long (such as a relative clause). Fourth, in
addition to prepositions before noun phrases, Chinese has postpositions which occur
after noun phrases. The different word order between Chinese and English makes
English sentence generation hard.
1.3.9

Measure Words

Noun phrases in Chinese contain a variety of measure words. Some of them should
be omitted in translation, but some of them should be translated. For example, in
/üê0(two horses) the measure word /0should be omitted in translation.
However, measure words such as/c0(year) /f0(centimeter) should be preserved.
1.3.10

Translation Divergences

Chinese-English machine translation has similar problems of translation divergences as those described by Nizar Habash et al. (Habash and Dorr, 2002). The
following table contains examples to describe the translation divergences in ChineseEnglish machine translation. (See Table 1.1)
1.4

Challenges the Proposed Solution in this Thesis Will Address
Due to the complexity of the problems and limited time, this thesis is not able to

give out a solution to solve all of the challenges mentioned above at current stage.
However, the approach taken in this thesis will address the challenges listed below.
As to the other challenges, we will leave them as a future work.
1. lexical selection (1.3.2)
2. plurality of nouns (1.3.3)
8

Divergence

Chinese

English

Categorial

¨3["(She at/V home.)

She is at/Prep home.

Conflational

· U  S W "(I like

I like peace and happiness.

peace happiness.)
Structural

¨r?m"(She entered

She entered the room/NP.

in room/PP.)
Head Swapping

·>r>

"(I walk and

I walk while singing/ADV.

sing/V).
Thematic

¦  þ i Z "(He attracts

Game attracts him.

to game.)
Table 1.1: Examples of translation divergences in Chinese-English machine translation
3. tense detection (1.3.4)
4. article insertion (1.3.5)
5. word order (1.3.8)
6. translation divergences (1.3.9)
These challenges will be addressed indirectly through the reliance on a statistical
realizer for the target language that will make the decisions related to these six
problems based on a bigram model.
1.5

Proposed Solution: Target-Dominant Machine Translation (TDMT)
With respect to Figure 1.1, historically work in MT has focused on the left side

of the diagram, i.e. analyzing the SL. Here, this thesis adopts a different approach to
Chinese-English MT system design: a target-dominant machine translation (TDMT)
approach. Unlike other machine translation methods which emphasize SL expertise
9

or divide the burden symmetrically between both SL and TL, our approach focuses
on TL expertise (see Figure 1.2). By emphasizing TL expertise, we can minimize the
need for bilingual knowledge, and improve the fluency in the output. This approach
is analogous to the situation of needing to hire a human translator and preferring to
hire one that is a native TL speaker over one that is a native SL speaker.
This preference arises because fluent TL generation seems to be one of the most
difficult parts of the translation process. TL capability has a disproportionately large
effect on overall translation quality, thus we expect that by focusing on TL expertise
we can have a disproportionately large and favorable impact on the quality of MT
output.
In the particular case of Chinese-English translation, we also benefit greatly from
the fact that there are more resources available for English than for any other language. Before diving into the details, we outline the foundational roots of this approach.

Figure 1.2: Target-dominant machine translation

10

Foundations of TDMT

In the 1990s, the availability of large text corpora motivated the use of statistical approaches in language generation. Knight and Hatzivassiloglou introduced a
statistical generator, Nitrogen, which makes linguistic decisions on the basis of bigram frequency statistics (Knight and Hatzivassiloglou, 1995). With the vast knowledge inherent in English text corpora, Nitrogen reduced the heavy burden of knowledge needed in the generator (Langkilde and Knight, 1998). Thus shifting linguistic
decision-making to the generator becomes possible and feasible. It has been used
extensively as part of a semantics-based Japanese-English MT system (Knight et al.,
1995).
The development of Nitrogen inspired similar approaches. Generation-Heavy Machine Translation (GHMT) is one approach closely related to it (Habash, 2002).
GHMT focuses on the exploitation of target language resources to handle translation divergences. It asserts that the existence of rich TL resources can fill the gap of
scarce linguistic SL resources to some degree in machine translation.
HALogen is a successor to Nitrogen. It uses about 250 million words as a training
set. It is a large-scale, robust, general-purpose natural language sentence generation
system (Langkilde and Knight, 2002). Like Nitrogen, it has a two-stage architecture,
symbolic overgeneration (maps an input to many different possible phrasal expressions) and statistical extraction (applies a dynamic programming algorithm to rank
alternate phrases according to their probabilistic likelihood, and outputs the N most
likely phrases). Compared to Nitrogen, it has three advantages. First, it has a broader
syntactic coverage of English. Its coverage of English syntax has been verified using
a test section of the Penn English Treebank corpus (Langkilde-Geary, 2002a). Second, it uses a forest rather than a lattice representation to hold intermediate results,
providing an exponential improvement in time and space, and making it possible to
11

consider a greater degree of underspecification and more ambiguity in the input. This
is especially important for machine translation, since the syntactic organization of the
SL is generally different from that of the TL. Third, it has more accurate output.
Because of these characteristics of HALogen and a generator focusing on TL expertise, HALogen is an ideal generator to handle the difficulties in the generation part
of Chinese-English machine translation. This thesis conjecture that we can improve
the state of the art of MT using a TDMT approach. We built a TDMT system (see
Figure 1.4). In order to compare the performance of our system with other systems,
we have done our experiments not only with the test section of the Penn Chinese
Treebank corpus, but also with the NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) 2004 machine translation evaluation. Figure 1.3 illustrates the experiments
done for this thesis. Note that the dash oval indicates the experiment on the test
section of the Chinese treebank and the solid one indicates the experiment in the
NIST 2004 machine translation competition.
From the Figure 1.4, we can see that our system is composed of five different
stages. It requires a Chinese sentence as an input and automatically generates the
corresponding English output. We will introduce the top three stages in detail in
Chapter 4. Being the focus of this thesis, HALogen converter, the fourth stage, will
be introduced separately in the next chapter.

12

Figure 1.3: Different experiments on TDMT system

Figure 1.4: Overview of TDMT system
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1.6

Thesis Overview
This thesis describes a target-dominant approach in Chinese-English machine

translation and does empirical experimentations to evaluate the conjecture that a
target-dominant approach will improve the state of the art of MT research. With the
availability of the LDC Segmenter, Ratnaparkhi MXPOST, Maryland Parser, HALogen generator and Penn Chinese Treebank corpus (Palmer et al., 2001), the work in
this thesis has focused on the construction of a HALogen converter—mapping from
the Penn Chinese Treebank parsed input into the HALogen input format (the fourth
stage in Figure 1.4). There are about 100K words and 325 data files in the treebank
corpus. Each file contains multiple sentences. Among them, this thesis left 52 data
files untouched as the test set and used the other 273 files as the training set to construct the converter.
The proposed contributions of this thesis are:
1. A parse-to-HALogen input converter
2. Evaluation of machine translation which processes a parse Chinese sentence to
the corresponding English translation relying on converter and HALogen
3. Evaluation of end-to-end machine translation, using additional software built
by others, in addition to the software used for the step 2 above.
In Chapter 2, we present the design of HALogen converter. In Chapter 3, we discuss
the design of human evaluation and automatic evaluation based on the test set and
analyze the results. In Chapter 4, we introduce our system’s participation in the
NIST 2004 machine translation and related work. Finally, in Chapter 5, we give our
conclusions and mention limitations and possible future work.
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Chapter 2
HALogen Converter
The mapping from Chinese Penn Treebank Corpus (CPTC) into HALogen input
includes the following tasks:
• Set up the operating system to handle Chinese characters and create a Tgrep2style corpus in order to search sentence structures in CPTC for the subsequent
research.
• Enhance Chinese-English Translation Lexicon V3.0
• Map Chinese parsed trees to HALogen inputs
– Map Chinese words to English words
– Detect syntactic roles in Chinese sentence
– Convert tree form into HALogen input
• Refine mapping of Chinese roles to English roles
Figure 2.1 shows the overview of HALogen converter construction. The different box
sizes indicate the different workloads for these stages.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of HALogen converter construction

2.1

Setup Chinese Environment and Create Corpus for Tgrep2
Since we are developing all of the software under the Linux operating system and

since the original CPTC used GB-2312 encoding for the Chinese characters, it was
necessary to install some software to support GB-2312-encoded input and display. We
chose a free software package FCITX (Yuking, 2002) to transform the input freely
from Chinese to English and vise versa. FCTIX is a collection of Simplified Chinese
input methods based on XIM (X Input Method), and it is distributed under the GPL
(GNU Public License).
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Tgrep2 (Rohde, 2001) is a search engine for finding syntactic structures in a corpus
of sentence trees. By creating a special Chinese corpus file, tgrep2 can extract data
from parsed sentences. It is a very useful tool to facilitate sentence structure research.
2.2

Enhance Chinese-English Translation Lexicon V3.0
The Chinese-English translation lexicon V3.0 contains 44, 404 entries. The com-

mon form of the entries is :
L/short/not tall/
Although it is the best bilingual word list currently available in electronic form, it
presents several problems that make translation difficult. These problems include the
absence of clues to distinguish verbs and nouns or any other part of speech; missing
entries; lengthy, elaborate phrases instead of concise, direct translation and bracketed explanations of some grammatical function words. Because of these problems,
we have enriched and cleaned up the lexicon.
These are the steps:
1. Assign part-of-speech (POS) tags to the English glosses in order to increase
the possibility of choosing the correct word in translation. The approach this
thesis takes is to assign the most frequent tag for words from the Brown corpus
(Francis and Kucera, 1964) and the Penn English Treebank corpus. We do this
based on the finding in Charniak et al. that choosing a word’s most frequent
tag can achieve an accuracy of about 90% in favorable conditions (Charniak et
al., 1993). For example:
Æ /extensive/ample/rich/obtain/aim/win/get/plentiful/gamble/->
Æ extensive/JJ,ample/JJ,rich/JJ,obtain/VB,aim/NN,win/VB,get/VB,
plentiful/JJ,gamble/NN,
2. Use regular expressions to distinguish between single-word entries and phrases.
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For example:
Å7/great waves/billows/ —> Å7“great waves”,billows/NN,
3. Delete unnecessary bracketing in entries. For example:
ËI/father’s elder brother/uncle (polite form of address for a man who is about
the age of one’s father)/ —>
ËI“father’s elder brother”,uncle/NN,
The above steps have assured that we can utilize the lexicon better at the current
stage. Next, we discuss the mapping process.
2.3

Map Chinese Parsed Trees to HALogen Inputs
Every sentence in Chinese treebank is formatted as a tree (see Figure 2.2). We

call such a tree as a “sentence tree”. In this section, we show how to map a sentence
tree in the Chinese treebank into a HALogen input. This step involves three major
subtasks; we discuss them in detail in the following subsections.
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Figure 2.2: An original Chinese sentence from the Penn Chinese Treebank corpus

2.3.1

Map Chinese Words to English Words

This task consists of some extra processing of the corpus besides simply mapping
Chinese words into English. It includes the following processing:
1. POS tag match.
Some of the POS tags used in the Brown corpus and Penn English Treebank
corpus are different from the ones used in the Chinese Treebank corpus. We
have made the matches according to the following table (see Table 2.1):
For example:
NN  (leaf of sentence tree)
---------------------------------------------------- ‘‘bring up’’,train/NN,educate/VB,breeding/VB,
upbringing/NN,education/NN

(lexicon entry)

----------------------------------------------------NN ‘‘bring up’’,train,upbringing,education

Chinese POS

English POS

NT, NR, NN,M

NN

PN

PR

AD

RB

VA

JJ

VC,VE,VV,MD

VB

P

IN
Table 2.1: POS matching rules

2. Recognize Chinese punctuation. For example:
PU "-> PU period |"|
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(result)

PU §-> PU comma |§|
PU !-> PU dun-hao |!|
Meanwhile, we have mapped some special Chinese punctuation marks into English ones according to the following rules (see Table 2.2):
Chinese Punctuation

English Punctuation

!

,

597

(

6:8

)

)

Table 2.2: Punctuation matching rules

3. Deduce English tense from temporal noun (NT) phrases. For example:
NT “recent years”,“recent years” —>
NT-CUR-PER “recent years”,“recent year”
Here, “NT” is the original POS tag in the corpus and “NT-CUR-PER” is the
tag we created which indicates a present perfect tense.
4. Encode multiple translation choices in leaf nodes of sentence trees. For example:
VV promulgate/VV,publish/VV –>
VV *or* |promulgate,publish|
5. Recognize negative expressions and convert the POS tag to ADN, VVN or VEN.
For example:
AD hasn’t, haven’t —>
ADN not
6. Translate numbers and dates into a universal representation. As Chinese number and dates have a variety of representations, there are several formats that
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we have considered separately.
For example:
nÊF—> March 9th
ÊÊÊc—> year 2000
Znzl—> 1380
l:n·"ÊZ—> 830005000
3.4—> 34000
7. Convert list representation to labelled feature-value pairs. For example,
NP-PN-SBJ (NR SHANGHAI) —>
:TBCAT NP-PN-SBJ (:LEAFCAT NR :LEAFVAL SHANGHAI)
With this feature-value format, we can reduce the coding challenges of detecting
syntactic roles in the next stage.
8. Transform half-shape (single byte) characters into full-shape (double byte) ones.
For example:
«—>0
¼—>A
9. Measure word translation.
Some measure words should be preserved during the translation, while others
should not. According to our observations, we have translated the following
measure words (see Table 2.3) as concisely as possible, changed their POS to
“MY”and omitted other ones.
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Chinese Measure Word

English translation

c!U

year, day

!g

times

{

dollar



Yuan

ë

ton

X

series

á

cubic meter

!f!Î!úp!B meter, centimeter, millimeter, kilometer, nanometer
Table 2.3: Preserved measure words
Figure 2.3 is the form that results from the transformations described above.
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Figure 2.3: Chinese sentence reformatted for HALogen input
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2.3.2

Detect Syntactic Roles in Chinese Sentence

For the transformations described above, we have used the Perl scripting language.
At this next stage, we have adopted LISP to do the related processing because of its
powerfulness in dealing with bracket formats. This part is the core of the mapping
from Chinese parsed tree to HALogen input. Its procedure can be illustrated by the
following figures. First, we made the input as one sentence per file from the Chinese
treebank. As we mentioned above, every sentence in the treebank can be viewed
as a tree structure, just as in Figure 2.5. We can process them (see Figure 2.4)
with LISP code to get a functional relationship tree as in Figure 2.6. Each node in a
funtional relationship tree is a labeled feature-value structure. It contains syntactic or
semantic linguistic information for HALogen generator. In other words, the featurevalue structure indicates the role of a word in a sentence. In the following, we describe
the processing stages in Figure 2.4 one by one.

Figure 2.4: Summary of procedure to detect syntactic roles in a Chinese sentence
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Figure 2.5: Penn Chinese Treebank sentence as a tree

Figure 2.6: Functional relationship tree.(“/” means head)
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1. Find Heads of Syntactic Tags
There are 23 syntactic tags used in Penn Chinese Treebank corpus, including
17 tags for phrases and 6 tags for verb compounds (Xue and Xia, 2000). Since
HALogen uses a head dependency input representation, it is important to find
the corresponding heads of all types of syntactic tags. In other words, we need
to write rules for each of these 23 tags. The general rules for finding heads of
different syntactic tags are shown in Table 2.4. Here we will only discuss the
main problems in finding heads: coordination and head of NP (noun phrase).
• Coordination
Coordination generally occurs between phrases of the same syntactic categories. It is represented as phrases joined together by coordinating conjunctions or punctuations. The exceptions are labeled as unidentical coordination. There are three punctuations in Chinese that can indicate
coordination: comma, semicolon and dun hao (!). It is not easy to detect
the coordination at the clause level or phrase level without coordinating
conjunctions or punctuation. To some degree, a comma is an ambiguous
punctuation mark in Chinese. It can indicate a subclause (which can be
translated as a sentence), a complementizer or coordination. Due to its
complexity, we have to consider all kinds of possible coordination of the
word level, phrase level and clause level.
• Head of NP
Since the bracketing of noun phrases is complicated, we have to consider
several different situations in finding the head of an NP (“/” means head).

(a) Single-word nouns. For example:
(NP-OBJ (NN (¸)) –> (:OBJECT (¸) predicament
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(b) Single complementizer (CP) node. For example:
(NP (CP (WHNP-1 (-NONE- *OP*))
(CP (IP (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-1))
(VP (VV ÑR)

attend

(NP-OBJ (NN ï?¬)))) seminar
(DEC ))))
-->
(NP (:CH-NP-COMPLEMENT (:SUBJECT SOMEONE)
(/

ÑR)

(:OBJECT

ï?¬))) seminar

attend

(c) Noun-noun compounds. For example:
(NP((NN )

(NP (:PREMOD ) spinning

-->

(NN ó))

( /

ó) industry

(d) Coordinating structures formed by combining single word nouns or
noun-compounds. For example:
(NP (NP (NN U)

-->

(NP (:PREMOD (/

U) reform

(CC Ú)

(:CONJ Ú) and

(NN )())

(/

)())

help people overcome the difficulties
(NP (NN ¡)))

(/ ¡)) aspect

(e) Proper nouns formed by proper noun (NR) + one or more NNs. For
example:
(NP-PN (NR ¥I) China
(NN Å) mechanics
(NN ó) industry
(NN Ü))

department
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-->
(NP-PN (:PREMOD :CAT1 PROPER :CAT NN ¥I)
(:PREMOD Å)

mechanics

(:PREMOD ó)

industry

( /

Ü))

China

department

(f) A sequence of proper nouns (NRs), such as the name of a place. For
example:
(NP-PN (NR ìÀ)

Shandong Province

(NR ë½)) Yantai City
-->
(NP-PN (:PREMOD :CAT1 PROPER :CAT NN ìÀ) Shandong Province
( / :CAT1 PROPER :CAT NN ë½)) Yantai City
(g) A sequence of temporal nouns (NTs), such as a date. For example:
(NP (NT ÊÊÊc)

--> (NP (:POSTMOD ÊÊÊc) 1999

(NT o)

(:PREMOD o)

(NT ÊF))

(/

April

ÊF))

19th

(h) Modifier + NP. For example:
(NP (QP (CD Z)

-->

(NP

(:PREMOD (/

(CLP (M p)))

Z) thousand

(:POSTMOD p)) mile

(NP (NN )))

(/ ))

wilderness

(i) Foreign word (FW) + punctuation (PU). For example:
(NP-PRD (FW AA)

--> (NP-PRD (/ AA)

(PU -))

(:POSTMOD -))

(j) DNP (various phrasal categories plus the (DEG ))+ QP. For example:
(NP (DNP (NP (NT 5))
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--> (NP (:CH-GPI 5)) future

(DEG ))
(QP

(/

(CD ü)

(/ ü)
(:POSTMOD

two
))) times

(CLP (M ))))
2. Assign Roles
After finding the heads of syntactic tags, we can assign semantic or syntactic
roles to the nodes according to the function tags and the position in the tree. We
have illustrated the basic rules of roles assignment in Table 2.5. For example:
(NP-OBJ (NN Ý])
(NN ;K)

(:OBJECT (:PREMOD Ý]) investment
(:PREMOD ;K) special topic

--->

(NN w))

(

/

w) report

3. Detect Tense
Besides from NT (temporal noun), we can also get information about tense from
some aspect markers (AS). For example, “X” generally indicates the present
tense. We have added additional tense features into the output tree according
to the occurrence of such aspect markers.
4. Reorganize Punctuation
In this step, we associate punctuation with an appropriate head to decrease the
over-flexibility of some punctuation for the HALogen generator. For example,
in the following example we nest the PU node into its left sibling node (IP) to
make it as a child node of the IP node:
( (IP (IP (NP-SBJ (CP (WHNP-2 (-NONE- *OP*))
(IP (NP-SBJ (NN ÀÜ) east
(NN hX) oil field
(NN h)) crude oil
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(VP (NP-ADV (-NONE- *T*-2))
(VP (VV 4~))))) decrease progressively
(NP (NN Ý))) speed
(VP (ADVP (AD ²w)) obviously
(VP (VV ú)))) slow
(PU §)...
-->
(IP (IP (NP-SBJ (CP (WHNP-2 (-NONE- *OP*))
(IP (NP-SBJ (NN ÀÜ) east
(NN hX) oil field
(NN h)) crude oil
(VP (NP-ADV (-NONE- *T*-2))
(VP (VV 4~))))) decrease progressively
(NP (NN Ý))) speed
(VP (ADVP (AD ²w))
(VP (VV ú)))

obviously
slow

(PU §))...

Meanwhile, we label the punctuations as left punctuations (such as “(“)) or right
punctuations (such as “)”) according to their positions around the constituents.

5. Delete Useless Nodes
Some measure words and NULL nodes in the sentence tree are useless in the
translation. We have deleted the corresponding nodes in the sentence tree.

6. Flatten nodes
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We flatten nodes when they contain only one child. In other words, we hoist
the child node and preserve the information of the original head node.
2.3.3

Convert Tree Form into HALogen Style Input

In this stage, we reformat the tree structure and add distinct labels for each node
to generate the final input for the HALogen generator. The following is a typical final
input style that can be recognized by HALogen generator.
(H12: CH-SUBJECT (H10 :CH-PREMOD (H3 :CH-PREMOD (H1 :CAT1 PROPER
:CAT NN
/ SHANGHAI)
:CH-PREMOD (H2 :CAT1 PROPER
:CAT NN
/ PUDONG))
/ (H9 / ‘‘open up’’
:CH-CONJ AND
/ (H8 :CH-PREMOD ‘‘legal system and insititutions’’
/ CONSTRUCTION)))
/ UNKNOWNCH)
The steps above have shown how to assure that a valid HALogen input has been
produced. However, to get better results, some further refinements are needed.
2.4

Refine Mapping of Chinese Roles to English Roles
According to recent findings (Hwa et al., 2002), the direct translational correspon-

dences of functional roles and structures in sentences between English and Chinese is
only approximately 70% accurate, thus it is necessary to refine the mapping of Chinese roles to English roles in a final step to boost translation quality. The refinement
is based on linguistic knowledge of Chinese and English. Among those refinements
we have done, we will discuss some difficult grammatical constructions.
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• Existential construction
The typical pattern of existential construction is (LCP/NP0) + V + NP1 +XP.
The verb which indicates the existential construction is tagged as VE. A typical
word for VE is “k”, which means “have”. It is often followed by an aspect
word “

”, which will indicate a perfect present tense. For example:

(IP (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *PRO*))
(VP (PP (P é) for
(NP-PN (NR ¥I) China
(NN ?Ñ) import and export
(NN Õ1))) bank
(VP (VE k) have
(AS

)

(NP-OBJ (CP (WHNP-1 (-NONE- *OP*))
(CP (IP (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-1))
(VP (ADVP (AD )) more
(VP (VA )))) deep
(DEC )))
(NP (NN

)))))))) understanding

For this pattern, we deleted the aspect word, translated “k” as “have” instead
of “have,there is,there are,exist,be”, which is the entry in the lexicon, and added
corresponding tense information.
• BA(r)-construction
Generally, the BA-construction patten is NP0 + r/ò+ NP1 + VP. A BAconstruction can be understood as “NP0 causes NP1 to maintain a state or to
change to a new state.” (Xue and Xia, 2000). When the VP of the complement
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clause is headed by an action verb its voice can be viewed as passive. Unlike an
English sentence, the BA-construction has no visible passivization morphology.
Fox example:
(IP (NP-SBJ (NN ¥)Ü)) health department
(VP (VP (ADVP (AD ®)) have
(VP (VV

u)

promulgate

(NP-OBJ (NN ©)))) documentation
(VP (BA ò)

make

(IP-OBJ (NP-SBJ (PN Ù)) it
(VP (VV ½)

take

(NP-OBJ (ADJP (JJ I[?)) state-level
(NP (ADJP (JJ #)) new
(NP (NN )))
(NP (NN )

medicine
secret

(NN ¬«)))))))) type
(PU ")) )
For this pattern, we delete the BA leaf and label the main verb in the passive
voice as follows:
(IP (NP-SBJ (NN ¥)Ü)) health department
(VP (VP (ADVP (AD ®)) have
(VP (VV

u)

promulgate

(NP-OBJ (NN ©)))) documentation
(VP (NP-SBJ (PN Ù)) it
(VP (VV ½)

(was) taken

(NP-OBJ (ADJP (JJ I[?)) state-level
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(NP (ADJP (JJ #)) new
(NP (NN )))
(NP (NN )

medicine
secret

(NN ¬«)))))))) type
(PU ")) )

• BEI()-construction
Actually, Chinese Treebank has defined two types of BEI construction. One is
a long pattern (NP0 + + NP1 + VP) labeled as “LB” and the other is a
short pattern (NP0 + + VP) labeled as “SB”.
– Long BEI-construction
For the long BEI-constructions, we labeled NP0 as the logical object,
deleted “” node, labeled NP1 as the logical subject, and labeled VP
node as passive voice. For example (in this example, NP0 is omitted):
(VP (LB )
(IP-OBJ (LCP-SBJ (NP (NN IS)) international
(LC þ))

up

(VP (VV )

praise

(NP-OBJ (DNP (NP (NN í) atmosphere
(NN Æ))science
(DEG ))
(NP (NN nØ)

theory

(NN ¶Í)))))) masterpiece
-->
(VP (LCP-LGS (NP (NN IS)) international
(LC þ))

up
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(VP (VV )

praise

(NP-OBJ (DNP (NP (NN í) atmosphere
(NN Æ))science
(DEG ))
(NP (NN nØ)

theory

(NN ¶Í))))) masterpiece

– Short BEI-construction
For such a construction, we deleted the SB node and labeled the VP node
as passive voice. For example:
(IP (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *PRO*))
(VP (VP (ADVP (AD ))

once

(VP (VV Ñy))) happen
(VP (ADVP (AD Ò))
(VP (SB )
(VP (VV B\) bring into
(NP-OBJ (NN {) legal system and institutions
(NN ;))))))) orbit
-->
(IP (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *PRO*))
(VP (VP (ADVP (AD ))

once

(VP (VV Ñy))) happen
(VP (ADVP (AD Ò))
(VP (VV B\) (was) bring into
(NP-OBJ (NN {) legal system and institutions
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(NN ;)))))) orbit
Up to this point, we have illustrated how to convert a sentence from the Chinese
Treebank corpus into a HALogen input. HALogen can generate the corresponding English sentence (see Appendix A) given the input produced by the converter.
As must be explained, the inputs that are created are very underspecified, lacking
linguistic information like the article insertion. This is on purpose, because of the
differences between Chinese and English. The expectation is that the realizer will
apply its knowledge of English to supply the missing details in a way that produces
good translations, especially when these linguistic details are different in English than
what they would have been in Chinese.
In the following chapter, we discuss our evaluation design and results of the HALogen translation quality on the test set and introduce our system’s participation in the
NIST 2004 machine translation competition in Chapter 4 separately.
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Syntactic Tag

Head

ADJP (adjective phrase)

last JJ

ADVP (adverbial phrase)

last AD

CLP (classifier phrase)

last MY

CP (clause headed by CP (complementizer)

VP CP IP

DNP (phrase formed by “XP + DEG”)

XP NN

DP (determiner phrase)

DP MY CLP QP

DVP (phrase formed by “XP + DEV”)

XP

FRAG (fragment)

last NX of each coordination portion

IP (simple clause headed by I (INFL))

VV VP IP

LCP (phrase formed by “XP + LC”)

XP

PRN (parenthetical)

the tag beside “)”

QP (quantifier phrase)

QP —— the first tag

VP (verb phrase)

last VX BA LB SB

VCD (coordinated verb compound)

each verb compound

VCP (verb compounds formed by VV + VC)

VV

VSB (verb compounds formed by a modifier

last tag

+ a head)
VNV (verb compounds formed by A-not-A

undecided

or A-one-A)
VPT (potential form V-de-R or V-bu-R)

first tag

VRD (verb resultative compound)

first tag

Table 2.4: Rules for finding syntactic tag head
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Funtional Tags

Roles

-IMP

:CH-IMPERATIVE

-Q

:CH-QUESTION

-ADV,-TMP

:CH-ADJUNCT

-SBJ

:CH-SUBJECT

-OBJ

:CH-OBJECT

-IO

:CH-INDIRECT-OBJECT

-EXT

:CH-POSTMOD

-LOC

:SPATIAL-LOCATING

-PRP

:REASON

-DIR

:SOURCE

-TPC

:CH-TOPIC

-MNR

:MANNER

-BNF

:CH-BENEFICIARY

-LGS

:CH-LOGICAL-SUBJECT

-APP

:RESTATEMENT

-FOC

:CH-LOGICAL-OBJECT

-CND

:CH-CONDITION
Table 2.5: Role assignments of functional tags
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Chapter 3
Automatic Evaluation and Human
Evaluation
Researchers in machine translation have long suffered from the lack of acceptable
criteria for the evaluation of experimental results. Although a variety of criteria have
been proposed such as fidelity, correctness, adequacy, intelligibility, fluency and so
on, the question of how to evaluate the translation quality of an MT system is still
open (NieBen et al., 2000).
Currently, translation quality is usually evaluated in terms of a comparison of MT
outputs to the source text by bilingual evaluators, or to a reference translation by
monolingual evaluators. Some simple kinds of evaluations can be done automatically.
This thesis uses a set of 52 data files randomly chosen by the corpus creators from
the Chinese treebank as a test set (294 Chinese sentences). The remaining 273 files
in Chinese treebank are used as a training set (about 3500 sentences). Our English
reference translation sets are from the Multiple-Translation Chinese Corpus (MTCC)
(Huang et al., 2002b) from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)1 . It contains 11
sets of different human translations and 6 sets of distinct machine translations of
1

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
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a single set of Mandarin Chinese source materials. Those Chinese source materials
are texts selected from existing LDC corpora—Chinese Treebank corpus and TDT3
Multilanguage Text corpus. Altogether, there are 105 files in MTCC, 52 files from
Chinese Treebank corpus and 53 from TDT3 Multilanguage Text corpus. To achieve
more objective conclusions, we have conducted two separate evaluations: an automatic evaluation and a human evaluation. Both evaluations were done on the worst
human translation set in MTCC (tb0), the worst machine translation set in MTCC
(tb6) and our TDMT output set. Note that the ranking on the sets in MTCC according to their translation quality were performed by two LDC personnel (one a
Chinese-dominant bilingual and the other an English-dominant bilingual). Although
“tb0” was ranked as the worst human translation set, its translation quality is still
very good, having been produced by professional Chinese translators.
3.1

Automatic Evaluation
Usually, automatic evaluation is some form of approximate string matching on the

MT output with respect to one or more reference translations. People are interested
in this measure because it can provide immediate feedback compared with human
judgments, although its correlation with human evaluation of accuracy and fluency is
not perfect and still under investigation. Among current different automatic evaluation measures, BLEU and NIST scores (described in next section) seem to correlate
well with human judgments. Therefore, we did our automatic evaluation of HALogen
output with BLEU and NIST scores.
3.1.1

Background of BLEU and NIST score

In July 2001 TIDES PI meeting in Philadelphia, IBM described an automatic
evaluation technique which is a geometric mean of n-gram (n-word) matching. To
compute the BLEU score, one has to count the number of n-grams in the test translation that have a match in the corresponding reference translations. Multiple reference
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translations are also used to increase accuracy where paraphrases may exist. Having
this number divided by the total number of n-grams in the test translation, one can
get the n-gram precision. BLEU uses a modified n-gram precision, called pn . This
precision clips the count for each n-gram in any test translation to prevent it from
exceeding the count of this n-gram in the best matching reference translation. IBM’s
formula for calculating BLEU score is as follows (NIST, 2000):
score = exp{

N
X

wn log(pn ) − max(

n=1

L∗ref
− 1, 0)}
Lsys

(3.1)

where


pn =

the number of n-grams in segment i,

P 

in
i




the translation being evaluated,

with a 
matching reference cooccurrence in segment
i

the
number
of
n-grams
in
segment
i,
P
i



in the translation being evaluated






(3.2)



wn = N −1
N = 4 and
L∗ref =the number of words in the reference translation that is closest in length to
the translation beging scored
Lsys =the number of words in the translation being scored
The value of BLEU score will be in the range of [0,1] and it applies equal weights to
all n-grams.
The NIST score is based on similiar mechanisms. However, compared with BLEU,
it has two differences. First, it uses an arithmetic average of N-gram counts instead
of a geometric mean; Second, it incorporates an information weight to place more
emphasis on N-grams which occur less frequently. The formula for information weight
is:
inf o(w1 ...wn ) = log2

the # of occurrences of w1 ...wn−1
the # of occurrences of w1 ...wn
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!

(3.3)

The formula for the NIST score is as follows (NIST, 2000):
N IST score =

N
X

n=1

{

X

X

(1)}
Inf o(w1 ...wn )/
all w1 ...wn in sys output
w1 ...wn that co-occur
Lsys
· exp{β log2 [min(
, 1)]}
Lref

where
β is chosen to make the brevity penalty factor = 0.5 when the # of words in the
system output is 2/3 of the average # of words in the reference translation.
N =5
and
Lref = the average number of words in a reference translation, average over all
reference translations
Lsys = the number of words in the translation being scored
3.1.2

Data Set

Our automatic evaluation uses version 09 of the machine translation kit (NIST,
2004) provided by NIST. To use this tool, we have to prepare three different files: a
file containing the source document, a file containing the reference translations and
a file containing the system outputs. All of these files have content marked up with
SGML tags.
3.1.2.1

Source Set

The format for the source set is like the following:
<srcset setid="[tst-set-name]"srclang="[src-lang]">
<DOC docid="[doc-name]">
<seg id=XX> [a sentence in source language] </seg>
.
.
</DOC>
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.
.
</srcset>
The MTCC (Multiple-Translation Chinese Corpus) has provided the 294 corresponding source sentences in 52 files. According to the source set format above, we have
combined all of the source sentences into a file and arranged them according to their
file names.
3.1.2.2

Reference Set

Both BLEU and NIST scores are sensitive to the number of reference translations.
The scores of the performance of n-gram matching will be higher given more various
valid reference translations. Thus we should be cautious to choose a suitable number
of reference translations. Based on a discussion of performance vs. number of references in (NIST, 2000), we used 4 sets of human translations from MTCC as references
in our evaluation. As we mentioned before, the MTCC contains 11 sets of human
translations, which are named from “ta0” to “tb0”. Two LDC personnel performed
a ranking on these sets according to their translation quality. They ranked “ta0”,
“ta4”, “ta1” and “ta2” as the best four human translations. We combined all of the
sentences in these four sets into a file based on the following format and different sets
of human translations have a corresponding “sysid” in the reference file.
<refset setid="[ref-set-name]"

srclangu="[src-lang]"

<DOC docid="[doc-name]" sysid="[system-name]">
<seg id=XX> [a sentence in source language] </seg>
.
.
</DOC>
.
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trglang="[tgt-lang]">

.
</refset>
3.1.2.3

MT Output Set

The format for the output set of any MT system using the evaluation is like the
following:
<tstset setid="[tst-set-name]" srclang="[src-lang]" trglang="[tgt-lang]">
<DOC docid="[doc-name]" sysid="[system-name]">
<seg id=XX> [a sentence in source language] </seg>
.
.
</DOC>
.
.
</tstset>
HALogen generates the output sentence by sentence. Each output file contains one
sentence. Generally, we can capture the information of “docid” and “segid” from
the output file name. For example, “232-009.il0.sen” indicates it is the corresponding
translation of the 9th sentence in “chtb 232.fid” file. However, there were some special
cases which we needed to handle differently. As there were multiple sentences in each
file of the Chinese Treebank corpus, we separated the sentences into distinct files
using LISP-based preprocessing. For example, the following segment was separated
into two different sentences and therefore files according to the coverage of their
opening parentheses:
( (FRAG

(NN #u)
(NR ®)
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(NT )

----> sentence 1

(NT F)
(NN >) ))

( (IP (NP-TPC (NP-PN (NR ¥I))
(QP (CD o)
(CLP (M )))
(NP (NN >¸))
(NP (PP (P é)
(NP (NN

)))

----> sentence 2

(NN m))
(NP (NN ¢½)))
(NP-TMP (NT ÊÊÊc))
(NP-SBJ (NN ²L)
(NN ï))
(VP (VV )
(NP-OBJ (ADJP (JJ U))
(NP (NN ¤J))))
(PU ")) )
But they are regarded as one sentence in the source set and reference set. The
existence of such sentences will cause a mismatch between the reference set and the
MT output set if we do not handle them properly. Fortunately, adding some heuristics
in the post processing can combine such sentences into one sentence.
3.1.3

Automatic Evaluation Result

Altogether, there are 294 sentences in our test set. There are 6 sentences that
failed to generate corresponding translations with our TDMT system. In addition to
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the outputs of our TDMT system, we have done experiments on the worst human
translation set (tb0) and the worst machine translation set (tb6) in the MTCC corpus.
The result is shown in Table 4.2. The NIST score ranges from 1 to 10, the higher
the better. Similarly, the BLEU score ranges from 0 to 1. From the result we can
see that our system didn’t perform better than the worst system in MTCC and it
is far lower than the human translation. One of the key explnations for this poor
performance might be that we used drastically underspecified inputs to the HALogen
generator, thus quite a lot of important linguistic information was not conveyed to
the generator. Using unspecified inputs, the generator can generate more various
possible outputs to overcome the MT divergences, but then it relies more heavily on
the statistical model used by HALogen, and thus the translation quality might be
impacted. HALogen applies only an n-gram statistical model, specifically a bigram
in our experimentation, and this alone is clearly not powerful enough in this context.
In the chapter on future work we discuss the potential ways to overcome this.
Target Set

NIST

BLEU

TDMT (machine translation)

4.8339

0.0917

tb6 (machine translation)

5.8416

0.1152

tb0 (human translation)

9.0130

0.3291

Table 3.1: Automatic evaluation result
3.2

Human Evaluation
In this section we describe our human evaluation. Our design of the human eval-

uation is modeled after the human evaluation of BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2001).
We had 10 human judges. All of them were volunteers and native speakers of the
English language. None of them was a professional translator. We have randomly
selected 20 sentences from the best human translation (ta0) as gold standard sentences. Each of them was followed with 3 sentences from 3 different translation sets
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(“tb0”—worst human translation set in MTCC, “tb6”—worst machine translation
set in MTCC and TDMT output set). The order of the 3 sentences was randomly
determined. There was a total of 60 sentences (20 sets of 3) that the humans had
to evaluate. We prepared a web page with those 20 gold sentences randomly ordered
with 3 different translations. All judges rated each translation from 1 (very bad) to
5 (very good) according to its faithfulness and fluency to the gold standard sentence.
As must be explained, our definition of faithfulness is: how completely and accurately
the meaning of the test sentence conveys the meaning of the gold standard sentence;
the definition of fluency is: the grammaticality and naturalness of the English in the
test sentence compared to the gold standard, independent of whether the meaning
matches.
In spite of some inevitable factors—some judges were much more strict than others, and some sentences were more difficult to translate than others—we achieved
the following results in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3:

Note that we have 10 human

Samples Statistics
Category

Set

Mean

N

Std. Devi-

Std. Error Mean

ation
A

4.53

200

0.856

0.061

B

2.18

200

0.934

0.066

C

2.26

200

0.964

0.068

A

4.01

200

1.096

0.077

Faithfulness B

2.69

200

1.025

0.072

C

2.51

200

1.017

0.072

Fluency

Table 3.2: Sample statistics
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evaluators and each translation set has 20 sentences thus altogether we have 200 score
samples. The mean of translation set A is the highest one no matter in fluency or
faithfulness, 4.53 and 4.01 separately on a 5 point scale. Meanwhile, translation set
C, our TDMT output, has the lowest mean in both fluency and faithfulness, 2.26 and
2.51 separately.
To compare the performances between different systems, we adopt paired t test
to analyze the samples. The mean differences, confidence intervals, paired t-statistics
and significance levels are displayed in Table 3.3.

Paired Differences
95% Conf. Interval
of the Difference
Std.
Std.

Error

Sig.(2-

Mean

Deviation Mean

Lower

Upper

t

df

Fluency A-B

2.345

1.193

0.084

2.179

2.511

27.8

199 0.000

Fluency A-C

2.26

1.166

0.082

2.097

2.423

27.415

199 0.000

Fluency B-C

-0.085

1.12

0.079

-0.241

0.071

-1.073

199 0.284

Faithfulness A-B 1.32

1.413

0.1

1.123

1.517

13.208

199 0.000

Faithfulness A-C

1.5

1.396

0.099

1.305

1.695

15.192

199 0.000

Faithfulness B-C

0.18

1.102

0.078

0.026

0.334

2.311

199 0.022

Table 3.3: Paired t test of human evaluation result

1

A: Worst human translation set in MTCC

B: Worst machine translation in MTCC
C: HALogen translation set
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tailed)

From Table 3.3, we can see that human translation set (A) performs much better
than machine translation sets (B and C) according to fluency (by mean score differences of 2.345 and 2.26 separately on a 5-point scale). Similarly A performs the best
in faithfulness. Since a paired t-statistic of 1.7 or above is 95% significant, we can
see that the differences in fluency and faithfulness between the human translation set
and machine translation sets are significant.
The difference in faithfulness between B and C is significant (by significance level of
0.022). Thus we can say the worst machine translation system of MTCC performs
better than HALogen in faithfulness. As to the fluency, we have one interesting finding that the difference between B and C is not significant (by significance level 0.284).
Studying the translations of B, we can see that B system leaves the unseen Chinese
word as it was. Although we can not say for sure that HALogen performs better
than the worst machine translation system of MTCC in fluency, we are inclined to
believe that leaving unseen Chinese words untranslated might hurt the fluency of
translation. This might be one of the reasons that account for the poor performance
of B in fluency.

1

A: Worst human translation set in MTCC

B: Worst machine translation in MTCC
C: HALogen translation set
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Chapter 4
NIST 2004 Machine Translation
Evaluation
In order to support MT research, NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) has conducted evaluations of human language translation technology yearly
since 2002. These evaluations contribute significantly to guiding research directions
and the calibration of technical capabilities. The 2004 evaluation evaluated translation from Chinese to English and from Arabic to English. The evaluation conditions
involved three different resource categories, namely “Unlimited Data”, “Large Data”,
and “Small Data”. We participated in the large-data Chinese to English translation
task. Our bilingual resources were limited to those available from the LDC (Linguistic
Data Consortium). The system performance was measured by two methods: human
assessment and automatic N-gram co-occurrence scoring techniques, i.e. NIST and
BLEU scores.
4.1

System Overview
The NIST input data is packaged in an SGML format file. As our TDMT handles

translation sentence by sentence, we separated the Chinese input file into 1788 sentences with unique ids at first. After our HALogen translation of all 1788 sentences
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was complete, we combined the result sentences into a translation set which adheres
to the NIST MT data format.
The kernel of our prototype is composed by the five components mentioned above
(see Figure 1.4): LDC Segmenter, Ratnaparkhi MXPOST, Maryland Parser, HALogen converter and HALogen generator. Except for the HALogen converter and HALogen generator, the other three components are free software that we obtained either
from the Internet or related research institutions. In the following, we will give a brief
introduction of these free software and discuss their disadvantages and some of the
improvements that we have made.
4.1.1

LDC Segmenter

The LDC segmenter (Wu, 1999) is a free software developed by Linguistic Data
Consortium (LDC) which can segment a Chinese sentence into words. Its basic algorithm is to select the word with the highest probability from the longest phrases.
To calculate the word probability, it adopts a word frequency dictionary. Through
the experiments, we found that not only the frequency but also the existence of the
entries will influence the segmentation performance. Thus, we augmented the entries
of the word frequency dictionary with the LDC Chinese English Lexicon Version 3.0.
Furthermore, the LDC segmenter can’t handle the full-shape (double byte) English
characters and numbers well. Therefore, we converted the full-shape characters into
traditional ones during the preprocessing.
Based on our experiences, the LDC segmenter has four major disadvantages:
• Disadvantage of longest-matching algorithm
ùå¯

->

ù å¯ 

(this event)
• Weak in unseen word recognition
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gXÚ

->

g X Ú

(CISCO system)

• Weak in name recognition

n.A

->

n . A

• Weak in date recognition

«««c

->

 « « « c

• Weak in punctuation segmentationfile:

({#niF>) ->

( ( {# ni  F > )

We deleted the extra punctuation in the post processing.
4.1.2

Ratnaparkhi MXPOST

Ratnaparkhi MXPOST (Ratnaparkhi, 1996) is a Part-of-Speech (POS) tagger
based on maximum entropy algorithm. It requires a training corpus to build up the
necessary arguments of the module. Therefore, we capture the word and POS pairs
from the sentences in Chinese treebank and concatenate them into a big training
corpus. We trained MXPOST with this training corpus. As free software, its tagging
quality is naturally not guaranteed. Some of its output will be mis-tagged. For
example, “

” is tagged as PU (punctuation) instead of VV. Obviously, mis-tagging

will be error-prone. In order to eliminate the side-effects of mis-tagging, we made a
minor adjustment to the PU tag. We changed it to an NN (noun) tag if it is not
followed by a punctuation character.
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4.1.3

Maryland Parser

The Maryland parser (Hwa and Lopez, 2004) is developed on the basis of the
Collins parser (Collins, 1999). Since the Collins parser is designed according to the
characteristics of English sentences, it limits the Maryland parser’s capability of dealing with Chinese punctuation. For example, it has to delete the last punctuation of
the input sentence, thus complicating the recognition of question mark, exclamation
mark and period. Also, its insufficient capability in recognizing some special Chinese
punctuations will lead to occasional parsing failure.
It will also mislabel brackets as a result of the mistaken tagging produced by the
POS tagger. For example:

(VP (VV F") hope
(IP (NP (NR M÷)) leave with
(VP (PP (P 3)
(NP (NP (DNP (NP (PN §)) its
(DEG ))
(NP (NN 1) mother
(PU E) ship
(NN »())) Mars
(ADJP (JJ A¯)) express
(NP (NN )

car

(§§))))
(VP (VV )

wait

(IP (NP (PN §)) it
(VP (VV |8) gather
(NP (NN ) intelligence
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(/0))))))))
4.2

System Installation
Our prototype is developed for the Linux operating system and requires a Chinese

environment. It needs the support of MYSQL, Common LISP, C, related PERL
libraries. Due to the limited capability of our prototype, we wanted to use computers
as much as we can in order to save some time in debugging. With the support of our
department, we were allowed to use 40 computers in the open lab. We wrote some
shell scripts to make installation semi-automatically.
4.3

Evaluation

4.3.1

Automatic Evaluation

After five days’ intensive effort, we submitted our translation set for evaluation. In
addition to the initial translation set, we have also done more experimentation with
various conditions. The NIST and BLEU scores of the experiments are shown in Table 4.1. From the result, we can see that Maryland Parser with Lexicon V3.0 yielded
Type LDC Seg- Maryland
menter

Parser

A

x

x

B

x

x

C

IBM Segmenter

Lexicon

10k

and Parser

V3.0 (44k)

Lexicon

x

x

3.4587 0.0403
3.6760 0.0393

Table 4.1: NIST and BLEU scores of translation set
the lowest NIST score. But its BLEU score is the highest one. One of the reasons for
this “conflict” is that the NIST score is more sensitive to the lengthy translation and
deweighted by the length penalty. Compared to the scores of other MT systems ( the
highest BLEU score was 0.32), our evaluation scores were not impressive. However,
the most important observation for our current stage is that our system has made
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BLEU

3.3527 0.0462
x

x

NIST

the very first step.

4.3.2

Human Evaluation

We received the human evaluation result file from NIST on Oct. 19th. In this
evaluation, NIST uses four different human translation sets as gold standard. All
judges rated each translation sentence from 1-5 (worst-best) according to its fluency
and adequacy to the gold standard. Those evaluation sentences are randomly chosen
by NIST and each sentence is evaluated at least twice by different human judges.
Therefore, the result file contains 894 evaluation samples for each participant. Overall,
the TDMT system received a mean score of 1.78 in fluency and 1.69 in adequacy.
Analyzing the samples of our system, we learned that 16 human judges have evaluated
our system output. Considering the fact that we are not allowed to publish our
evaluation result with other NIST participants, we adopt one-sample t test with test
value = 1 to analyze our own samples. The result is shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.
N

Mean

Std. Devi.

Std. Error Mean

Fluency

894

1.78

0.776

0.026

Adequacy

894

1.69

0.755

0.025

Table 4.2: Sample statistics of NIST human evaluation result
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One-sample Statistics (test value=1)
95% Conf. Interval of the Difference
t

df

Sig.

Mean
Lower

upper

Fluency

30.165 893 0.000

0.783

0.73

0.83

Adequacy

27.164 893 0.000

0.686

0.64

0.74

Table 4.3: One-sample statistics of NIST human evaluation result
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4.4

Related Work

4.4.1

Statistical Machine Translation

Statistical machine translation is the most popular technique adopted by the
NIST participants. In statistical machine translation (SMT), given a source language
(French) sentence f1J = f1 ...fj ...fJ , which is to be translated into a target language
(English) sentence eI1 = e1 ...ei ...eI , we will choose the sentence with the maximum
probability among all possible target language sentences (Och and Ney, 2000):
{P r(eI1 |f1I )}
êI1 = arg max
I
e1

{P r(eI1 ) · P r(f1J |eI1 )}
= arg max
I
e1

(4.1)
(4.2)

The model of the translation probability is P r(f1J |eI1 ). It can be further decomposed
into alignment and lexicon models. It links the source language sentence to the
target language sentence. The argmax operation denotes the search problem, i.e.
the generation of the output sentence in the target language. Most SMT models
(Brown et al., 1993) try to model correspondences between source and target texts
using alignment mapping (Och and Ney, 2000). Among them, single-word based and
template-based alignment are most popular.
4.4.1.1

Single Word Based Alignment

One of the participants in NIST, Harbin Institute of Technology, adopted this
model in their system. This kind of model assumes that an input word in source
language can be generated by only one word in the target language. This unrealistic
assumption has limited its application.
4.4.1.2

Template-based Alignment

In this model, an entire group of adjacent words in the source sentence can be
aligned with an entire group of adjacent target words. As a result, the word context
and local re-orderings are explicitly considered. In addition, the word classes are
learned automatically from a parallel corpus. However, the lexical model is still
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based on word-to-word based correspondence.
In the following, we will discuss two different models which were adopted by the top
systems (the ISI system and the MIT system) in the NIST competition: phrase-based
and log-linear.
4.4.2

Phrase-Based Model

A phrase is a sequence of one or more words. A phrase-based approach explicitly learns the probability of a given phrase in a source sentence being translated
by another phrase in the target sentence. For example, the MIT system created a
phrase translation table to record corresponding probabilities. However, there is a
disadvantage to this approach: it depends a lot on the seen phrases in the training
corpus. It can not handle the unseen phrases properly. Thus it requires an extremely
large training corpus to achieve wide coverage of phrases.
4.4.3

Log-linear Model

This model is an alternative to the classical source-channel approach. Its definition
is as the following equations (Zens and Ney, 2004):
P r(eI1 |f1I ) = exp(

M
X

λm hm (eI1 , f1J )) · Z(f1J )

(4.3)

m=1

Where Z(f1J ) denotes the appropriate normalization constant. As a decision rule, it
uses:
êI1 = arg max
{
I
e1

M
X

λm hm (eI1 , f1J )}

(4.4)

m=1

Compared with Eq. (4.2), we can see that log-linear model is a generalization of
it. The major advantage of a log-linear model is that additional models or feature
functions can be easily integrated into the whole system.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we have implemented a target-dominant machine translation system
which can automatically translate a Chinese sentence from news docments into English. We have evaluated the conjecture that a target-dominant approach will make
its own contribution in machine translation research. To our knowledge, it is the first
target-dominant approach proposed for a Chinese-English machine translation system. We did two separate evaluations—automatic evaluation and human evaluation—
to show that our approach can be successful. In addition, we participated in the
NIST competition to see how well our system is performing at current stage. The
competition was a valuable experience for us. Through it we have acquired first-hand
experience in the state of the art in machine translation and established a contact
channel with other research groups. Our future research will benefit from this.
Although as a prototype of a machine translation system our evaluation results are
not impressive to some extent, we have realized some deficiencies in our current system and are making some improvements on it. For example, as we mentioned before,
using very underspecified inputs might impact the translation quality of TDMT system output adversely. To solve this problem, there might be two options: adding
more linguistic information to obtain more specified input or using a better statisti63

cal model in the generation part. As to the first option, considering that there are
quite a lot of linguistic differences between Chinese and English, adding additional
Chinese linguistic information in the input to improve translation quality might be
futile. Therefore we are trying to replace the n-gram model with a syntax model in
the generation part. Integrated with syntactic information, HALogen can perform a
better job. Furthermore, we would like to combine a log-linear model and automatic
alignments into our final decision. The log-linear tuning in particular has been shown
to have a dramatic impact on output quality (doubling or more). Combining these
techniques with a TDMT approach is likely to improve the system performance.
Hopefully, we will achieve some exciting results in the following years.
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Appendix A
HALogen Translation Output
Examples
1.¥Io>¸m¢½²Lï¤ÒwÍ
(Fourteen Chinese Open Border Cities Make Significant Achievements in Economic
Construction)
China fourteen border to lift bans city economy construction successes something.
2.#u®F>¥Io>¸é

m¢½ÊÊÊc²Lï

U¤J"
(Xinhua News Agency report of February 12 from Beijing - The fourteen Chinese
border cities that have been opened to foreigners achieved satisfactory results in their
economic construction in 1995.)
Xinhua News Agency BEIJING February on 12th China fourteen border for in addition to lift bans city economy construction got a gratifying result in 1995.
3.#u4²nF>£PöN?¤3Ó4ï²Loþ/9ôì0
uÐ¥§±ÀH/«UYu

è

9Þ^"

(Xinhua News Agency report of March 10 from Fuzhou (by Reporter Xu Ting)Southeastern Fujian is continuing its leading role in the development of township
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enterprises, which account for ”the bulk” of Fujian’s economy.)
Xinhua News Agency FUZHOUs, Marched on tenth (reporters SOME) In make up
FUJIAN economy quantum “half of country” village and town enterprise development in, Fujian Province southeast region continue unleash have tap action.
4./lÊ0Ïm£ÊÊÊÊÊc¤§4ï

è\Oþ

zl

Ê:8·<¬1[7§¤ÑÀZ"ÊÊ·<¬1"
(During the Eighth Five-Year Plan Period (from 1991 to 1995), township enterprises
in Fujian Province contributed an aggregate total of RMB18.56 billion in tax, and
achieved a total of RMB105.5 billion worth of export commodities.)
“85”. (1991 to in 1995), Fujian Province villages and towns company has turned
in 18560000000 Yuan renminbi tax money something accomplished export SOMETHING 105500000000 Yuan renminbi.
5.#uH®8F>£Pö±¤ ]éôàÝ\FÃOõ"
(Xinhua News Agency report of December 16 from Nanjing (by reporter Zhou Fang)
- Foreign investment in agriculture is gradually increasing in Jiangsu Province.)
Xinhua News Agency NANJING, December on 16th (reporters SOME) For the Jiangsu
Province agriculture foreign investment put into increasingly grow in the number.
6.

]×O\§3§ÝþÖ

ôàÝ\Øv§\

à]



mu|^"
(The increase of foreign investment has improved the state of Jiangsu’s agricultural
industries significantly, and has accelerated the development and utilization of agricultural resources.)
Foreign investment fast raise, in appropriate level on make up have Jiangsu Province
agriculture put into cannot, accelerate have agriculture resources open up use.
7.âÚO§ô8cPkL·<¬1àB¬\óè®zõ
["
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(Statistics show that more than 100 enterprises in Jiangsu that produce processed
agricultural products have output values of over RMB 100 million.)
According to statistics, output value exceeds one hundred million Yuan renminbi
agricultural and a subsidiary products processing company that Jiangsu Province at
present time has already achieved one hundred plus.
8.#u®8F>£Pöu°)¤àH?Úll[7®
Åzõ
.p

L8U3ùpÞ

]7K

²LÜU!¬§±O?àHIS7K

)§àH²LuÐm8K]±"

(Xinhua News Agency, Beijing, December 16th, reporter Yu Haisheng. Representatives from the Government of Henan Province and 88 foreign finance institutions
held a conference on economic cooperation today in Beijing. The purpose of the conference was to improve the mutual understanding between Henan Province and the
international financial industry, and to develop channels for the inflow of capital for
economic development in Henan province.)
Xinhua News Agency BEIJING, December on 16th (reporters SOME) Henan Province
government and eighty eight something foreign investment banking institution one
hundred plus representative today in here HOLD have economy work together SOMETHING, in order to promote Henan Province and international financial circle each
other find out, HENAN economy growth build financing channels.
9.¥I<¬Õ1B13¬Æu5å`¥`§¥I?®û½\¥ÜÜ
/«muåÝ§y¥


è¥ÜÜ/«Ý]§¿û½8

òz©8±þ

IÕ1Ú?±^u¥ÜÜ/«"

(Chen Yuan, deputy president of the People’s Bank of China, said in a congratulatory speech to conference attendees that the Chinese government has decided to make
greater efforts to develop the middle and western areas of the country and encourage
both domestic and foreign enterprises to invest in those areas. Mr. Chen also stated
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that the government had resolved to utilize more than 60% of its loans from foreign
banks and governments in projects for the middle and western areas.)
Chinese people bank SOMETHING SOME in someone towards meeting something
SOMETHING in say, chinese government then decide to ENLARGE SOMETHING
area open up vigor, ENCOURAGE Chinese and foreign countries company go SOMETHING area INVEST, and resolve in future something 60% over foreign country bank
and government loan USE in SOMETHING area.
10.àH?k'Ü3¬þuÙ
'8Ü¿?1

Té

²LEâÜ8§¬LÒk

U!"

(Relevant departments of the Henan province government announced during the
meeting various projects for economic and technological cooperation, discussing the
projects with representatives who showed interest.)
Henan Province government concern department at union on distribute have ought
to visit for in addition economy technology cooperation project, participate in conference delegate at once concern project work together disposition do have discussion.
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